Abstract-In this paper, an intelligent recommender system is developed, which uses an innovative time series prediction algorithm to provide recommendations to heart disease patients in the tele-health environment. Based on analytics of each patient's medical tests in records, the system provides the patient with decision support for necessity of medical tests. The experimental results show that the proposed system yields satisfactory accuracy in recommendations. The system also offers a promising way for saving the workload for patients and healthcare practitioners in conducting daily medical tests. The research will help reduce the workload and cost in healthcare and help the healthcare industry transform from the traditional scenario to more a personalized paradigm in a tele-health environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most healthcare organizations such as hospitals and medical centers generate huge volume of data with semi-structural text, numbers and images [9] . These data contain wealthy information that may be used to support high-quality clinical decisionmaking support. Currently, the clinical decisions are usually made based on practitioners' experience with limited support from medical databases. Quite often this leads to undesirable biases, human errors and high medical costs and consequently, affects the quality of services provided to patients [7] .
Recommender systems are powerful user-support tools providing users with useful suggestions by facilitating access to relevant items. These suggestions are in connection with various decision-making processes [22] . Many different techniques and algorithms such as collaborative filtering, association rules, content-based filtering have been used by recommender systems to generate recommendations [23] .
In the last decades, much research efforts have been invested in the assessment of diseases risk in order to help make safe and effective decisions. Data mining techniques and statistical tools have been widely used for various diseases prediction [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 25] . However, a challenge remains still in securing an effective analytic tool with high accuracy to help support personalized evidence-based decisions.
Heart disease is currently registering one of the highest death rates among non-infectious diseases, with a high associated cost in prevention and treatment. Great efforts have been taken to prevent heart disease using clinical decision support systems, for example, trying to predict heart disease at early stage [25] . In view of this, a heart disease prediction model for risk assessment is much desired to support high-quality and timely decision-making processes.
To tackle the challenge, we propose a heart disease prediction model in this work and incorporate it into an intelligent recommender system to conduct short-term risk assessment for heart failure patients. On the basis of assessment results, the system also provides recommendations to heart failure patients in relation to the necessity of medical tests taken on the following day. The research is conducted with an aim at providing evidence-based decision support to patients and healthcare practitioners and reducing their workload in medical checkups.
II. RELATED WORK
Extensive research work has been carried out in data mining and analytic on medical data. The techniques used can be broadly classified as descriptive and predictive models. Descriptive models are used to identify patterns in data and the relationships between factors responsible for them [21] . Descriptive analytics involve methods such as clustering, summarizations, association rules, and sequence analysis [22] .
On the other hand, predictive techniques focus on what will happen in the future. They can be divided into two categories: classification and prediction [23] . Classification, regression, and time series analysis are among the most important tasks of predictive data mining. There are various types of classification models including classification by decision tree induction, Bayesian classification, Neural Networks, Support Vector Machine (SVM), and classification based on association [23] .
Various predictive techniques have been applied to different medical and healthcare problems. Genetic algorithm, logistic regression and decision tree have been used to predict the severity level of disease in patients [6, 10, 11, 12] . Prediction models have been designed to assess the risk of different diseases. In these works, laboratory measurements and symptoms were utilized to predict the disease risk. Different predictive data mining techniques such as Bayesian classifiers, decision tree, logistic regression and back propagation neural network have been utilized by [4, 5, 7, 13, 14] to predict diseases at early stage for patients. These techniques have been used in building effective predictive models to discover different diseases as early as possible in order to treat them effectively. Statistical analytic tools have been effectively used to estimate lifetime and long-term risk for patients with different diseases [15, 16, 17] . Clinical predictive models have also been developed based on measurements taken on patients in different timely basis, aiming to detect diseases at early stage and treat them at right time. The predictive survival models have been suggested by [18, 19, 20] to analyze patients' survival times and to help develop a superior treatment plan for the diseases. Statistical analytics such as supervised wavelet approximation coefficients and multivariable piecewise Poisson regression method have also been effectively utilized in these works. In all such studies, data in patients' medical profiles such as age, sex, blood pressure and blood sugar, etc. have played an important role and provided informative evidence in decisionmaking support.
III. FRAMEWORK
In this study, we propose an intelligent recommender system equipped with a novel prediction algorithm to analyze the medical data of heart failure patients, assess the short-term risk of heart disease for the patients, and then provide them with recommendations based on the outcomes of prediction.
A. Data Preprocessing
Data pre-processing is an indispensable key step conducted on raw data to make them ready for the analytic tasks in question. Analytic tools could be misled and give wrong results if data have impurities such as missing or duplicate data. Therefore, it is necessary to preprocess the data before starting the data analytic process. In this phase, missing data problem, which is caused during the data collection or transmission, is resolved by filling the missing data with a global constant. Also, the noise records with incorrect readings are removed. Another important task of data preprocessing in this work is to extract the information for each individual patient from the original dataset for personalized data analysis and recommendations.
B. Time Series Recommendation Algorithm
The key component of the proposed system is the recommendation algorithm based on time series data analysis. The algorithm is developed to decide whether a given patient needs to take a medical measurement such as the heart rate test today based on a study of his/her measurement readings for the past k days. If the patient satisfies both of the following conditions for a measurement, a recommendation of "no test needed" will be generated, and the patient does not need to take the test on the following day for that measurement:
-She (he) has taken the test for no less than p% of the past k days for this measurement (0 <= p <= 100), and -All the readings of this measurement during the past k days are normal. The "no test needed" recommendation will be provided to the patient and stored into the backend database as a part of the patient?s historical records. If any of the conditions is not satisfied, a recommendation of "test required" will be generated and the patient is suggested to take the medical test on the following day. Again, the recommendation will be stored into the system as a historical record.
Overall, there are four parameters in the recommendation algorithm, i.e., the minimum (min) and maximum (max) of normal values for each measurement, setting up the boundary of healthy range; the length of the sliding time window k, and the minimum percentage (p) of days when medical test is conducted for the measurement in the past k days. The recommendation algorithm is presented as following. return Recomm. 16 
Algorithm 1: Time Series Prediction Algorithm
The algorithm of our recommender system is presented in Algorithm 1. It evaluates the time series data collected for a patient on a continuous basis using a slide window with a length of k, which is the number of days in the past that the algorithm will look at in support of assessment evaluation for the following day. Two conditions are evaluated in the IF predicate from Line 5 to 14. The first one evaluates the percentage of the actual medical test that has been carried out in the past k days. If a test is skipped for a day, actual reading will be missing and as a result, the certainty and accuracy for risk assessment will drop for future days. Therefore, an upper bound is imposed in this condition on the total number of days when the medical testing is skipped in each sliding window. In addition to this bound, we also require that the readings of all the medical checkups conducted during the past k days are in the normal range for the measurement, as dictated by its corresponding minimum and maximum threshold values. Intuitively speaking, normal readings improve the confidence that the short-term risk is low, whereby a skip of the test on this measurement can be recommended. If both the two conditions are satisfied, then the risk for skipping the physical test for this measurement is deemed low and accordingly a recommendation for skipping a test for the measurement can be made for the following day. Otherwise, the system will provide a recommendation urging patients to take medical test for the measurement on the following day and the reading of the measurement will be received and stored in the database. It's worthwhile mentioning that the above algorithm will be applied to a single measurement once at the time for risk assessment and recommendation.
C. Human Computer Interaction for the System
Our recommender system involves human computer interaction to receive input from human users concerning the values of the parameters that are used in the algorithm of our system. The recommendations generated by our system will be returned back to users through different channels and platforms including desktops, laptops and tablets to embrace the latest technological advancements for quick information dissemination. Besides returned back to the patients, the results can also be sent remotely to the practitioners such as doctors and nurses so that they can be informed and keep track of the physical checkups and overall health conditions of the patients.
IV. EVALUATION DESIGN
In this section, we will provide details regarding the design of our experimental evaluation including the dataset, performance metrics and the experimental platform.
We use a real-life dataset to test the practical applicability of the system we propose. A pilot study has been conducted on a group of heart failure patients and the resulting data were collected for their day-to-day medical readings of different measurements in a tele-health care environment. More specifically, the dataset contains the information of six patients with a total of 7,147 different records during a six-month period starting from May to November 2012. The dataset is by nature a time series and contains a set of measurements taken from the patients on different days. Each record contains a few numerical medical attributes including Ankles, Chest Pain, and Heart Rate (HR), Diastolic Blood Pressure (DBP), Mean Arterial Pressure (MAP), Systolic Blood Pressure (SBP), Oxygen Saturation (SO2), Blood Glucose (BG), and Weight (W).
This dataset is used as the ground truth result to test the performance of our recommendation system. The recommendations produced by our system will be compared with the actual readings of the measurements in the dataset to see how accurate our recommendations are.
We devise two performance metrics to evaluate the performance of the proposed system, namely precision and workload saving. Precision refers to the percentage of correctly recommended days against the total number of days that recommendations are provided, while workload saving refers to the percentage of the total number of days when recommendations are provided against the total number of days in the dataset.
Mathematically, precision and workload saving are defined as follows:
Where NN denotes the number of days with correct recommendations, NA denotes the number of days with incorrect recommendations and |D| refers to the total number of days in the dataset.
V. RESULT ANALYSIS
In this section, we discuss the results of the experimental evaluation conducted on our system. We focus on investigating the performance of our system from the perspective of different measurements and patients. Both precision and workload savings are employed to measure the performance of proposed system.
A. Performance under Different Measurements for all Patients
In this experiment, we evaluated the performance of the system when it is applied to different measurements for all patients based on k = 5. The algorithm was tested in four rounds for each patient with different medical tests (Heart rate, DBP, MAP and SO2). Figure 1 shows the detailed results we obtained for each patient. From the results, one may see that the algorithm yields recommendations with varying degree of precision, with the heart rate and SO2 measurements register the highest compared to others. This is because that there are intrinsic stronger correlations for the neighboring readings of heart rate and SO2 measurements so that the short-term prediction of risk becomes more accurate than other measurements.
By further aggregating the results for the measurements in Figure 1 , Figure 2 demonstrates the averaged precision and workload savings for each patient. Generally speaking, the accuracy of the recommendations provided by the proposed system ranges from 75% to 100% across different patients. The system is capable of helping reduce on average 10% of workload for patients from their daily medical tests. In this paper, we present an intelligent recommender system that predicts and assesses the short-term disease risk for heart failure patients. The system is developed aiming at improving the quality of clinical evidence-based decisions and helping reduce financial and timing cost taken by patients. A time series prediction algorithm is proposed to predict short-term risk for the heart failure patients. Based on the prediction result, the system provides a recommendation to the patient for necessity of taking a medical test. The work makes theoretical contribution by the time series prediction algorithm and applicable contribution by an intelligent system to improve the quality of health care services. As an ongoing project we envisage that there is much room available to further improve the system. In future work, we will further improve the predictive ability of the proposed algorithm in order to enhance the precision and workload saving performance. More comprehensive experiments will be conducted using larger, extensive datasets for evaluation.
